~ May 1 ~

What are you waiting for? A better version of self?
The world is tired of mysteries, does not understand symbols, and longs
for Reality. What is Reality, where may It be found and how do you use
it? Dr. Ernest Holmes
Genesis King Jim Version
In the Beginning Universal Consciousness created the basic polarity of Cause and Effect and the
Body was void and without form. Filled with undifferentiated potential and infinite possibilities
the Universal Consciousness thought about Its potential and possibilities and declared, “Let
there be understanding, and there was understanding.” And Universal consciousness declared
this understanding as good and divided the understanding from innocence. And Universal
Consciousness called the understanding Day and the innocence Night...and the twilight of
awareness and dawning of consciousness were the first step.
Then Universal Consciousness declared a firmament or formation of all the natural and
universal laws of the Universal Subjective (subconscious) mind, i.e., the law of gravity,
electricity and all laws that govern all aspects of life. And the awareness and consciousness of
this idea was the second step
And then Universal Consciousness gave form to the waters or creative medium under heaven as
cause or the sea of life and the dry land as the effect or earthly/material experiences of life. And
Universal Consciousness declared this formation Good AND IT WAS SO. Then Universal
Consciousness created the idea of multiplicity through the concept of seeds and the earth knew
the experience of grass, herbs and fruit trees yielding seeds that reproduced in form according to
the law. And Universal Consciousness declared this Good. And the awareness and
consciousness of this idea was the third step.
Dr. Jim will read these as part of his talk
CONTEMPORARY SIGNIFICANCE AND APPLICATION
OF THE CREATIVE PROCESS
Recognizing the allness of God
Because Spirit is all there was, or is, everything must be created from It. When we begin every undertaking with this
recognition, we create in harmony and order because we are in tune with the Spirit from which we bring forth new
experience.
Initiating action
The Law of Cause and Effect is universal. Cause and effect are inseparable and necessary for each other. Whatever we
experience is not happenstance; there is a definite cause for it. If our experience appears to be void or limited, we can
initiate action to change it.
Changing the cause
The realm of cause (heaven) is “within,” as Jesus explained. To bring forth a new effect (desired good) we must establish
a new idea of image (cause) in mind (within). We have the power to change our experience by changing our mind.

Using the creative medium
We have access to Subjective Mind, the Creative Medium, which contains all the law governing life. We can direct it to
bring forth any desired good which is in harmony with universal laws.
Have dominion over your experience
Intelligence (Light) permeates everything. Within each individual is the ability to select and initiate action through
conscious thought and attention. Because we can select our thought we can have dominion over our experience.
Choosing to move from ignorance
We live in ignorance (darkness) until we come to understand the law of life and universal truth. As we choose to move
from ignorance to understanding, our spiritual evolution unfolds new and improved life experiences.
Multiplying good
We live in a universe of abundant good. There is plenty for all and as we initiate, accept and use it, it multiplies. Whatever
we create in our experience supports and increases itself; for example,

“one success (or failure) after

another.”
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Affirmation
“Any account of Creation however brief implies, first of all, a Universal Intelligence which is
omniscient, all-knowing. We call this Intelligence God. In philosophy, the word Reality is used. In
science, the word Principle.”
― Dr. Ernest Holmes
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Affirmation
Henry David Thoreau said, “I went to the woods because I wished to live deliberately, to front
only the essential facts of life...” Dr. Jim Turrell said, “The woods represent the life we avoid
living, the life that calls us into the world of the unknown and confronts us with our potential—
the essential facts.”
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